CBA Curriculum Committee

Meeting Minutes

January 13, 2022

Present: Annino, Damali, Hamman, Komissarov, Liu, Nasif
        Guest/Advisory: Vidden, Miller, Brooks, Kiersch

Next meeting: January 28th 2022, 4pm, Teams

1. Approval of prior meeting minutes (SOA – 6, 0,0)

2. Vote on Global Learning Goal – Damali and Liu

   Damali and Liu presented a proposal to revise language of the Global Learning Goal to be in keeping with the revisions to the Learning Objective passed 12/13/21.

   •

3. Consideration of CIMS requiring full committee review:

   • MGT 308 – editing prerequisites to include junior standing (SOA – 6, 0, 0)

4. Update from AOL and coordination for January All College Meeting – Laurie Miller

   • Miller presented recently compiled assessment data on global learning outcomes. Data indicate improvements in areas consistent with the global knowledge dimensions of learning articulated in the revised learning goal and outcome but poorer performance in the area of cultural competency. No curricular innovations were made between this and the prior assessment cycle but the task was revised to eliminate a domestic production option. The committee planned to present the new goal and objective for full college consideration, with the presentation from AOL preceding the vote.

   • For the all college meeting 1/20/22, committee members Damali, Liu, Hamman and Nasif agreed to partner to present the reviewed global learning goal and objective and strategy for continued work on cultural competency. Damali agreed to present the revised MGT 308 CIM, and Annino confirmed department chair Haried would present revised IS 220 CIM.

Adjourned 3:20pm